Over the last thirty years Media Art has evolved into a vivid contemporary factor. Digital Art became 'the art of our time' but has still not 'arrived' in the core cultural institutions of our societies. Thus, we witness the erasure of a significant portion of the cultural memory of our recent history. The development of the field is supported in an increasingly enduring manner by new scientific instruments like online image and text archives, which attempt to document collectively the art and theory production of the last decades. By discussing examples from a variety of projects from the natural sciences and the humanities, this article tries to demonstrate the strategic importance of these collective projects, especially in their growing importance for the humanities.
INTRODUCTION
Although there are well-attended festivals worldwide, well-funded collaborative projects, numerous artist written articles, discussion forums and emerging database documentation projects, media art is still rarely collected by museums, not included or supported within the mainframe of art history and nearly inaccessible for the non northwestern public and their scholars. Thus, we witness the erasure of a significant portion of the cultural memory of our recent history. It is no exaggeration to say we face a total loss of digital contemporary art, and works originating approximately 10 years ago can most likely not be shown anymore. The primary question is: what can we learn from other fields to develop a strategy to solve the problems of Media Art and its research, to answer the challenges Image Science is facing today in the framework of the Digital Humanities? This question opens up a perspective to overcome the typical placement of Media Arts in an academic ghetto.
MEDIA ART'S REVOLUTION?
Media art is the art form using the technologies that change our societies fundamentally. Globalisation, information society, social networks, and Web 2.0 -the list could be far longer -are enabled by digital technologies. Although not all Media Art comments on the social, cultural and political conditions, it is nevertheless the art form with the most comprehensive potential for cultural necessity. We know that media artists today are shaping highly disparate areas, like time-based installation art, telepresence art, genetic and bio art, robotics, Net Art, and space art; experimenting with nanotechnology, artificial or A-life art; creating virtual agents and avatars, mixed realities, and database-supported art. These artworks both represent and reflect the revolutionary development that the image has undergone over the past years ( Figure 1 ). Contemporary media art installations include: digital stills and video, 3D objects and animation, digital texts and music, sound objects, noises and textures, whereas different meanings may be inscribed and combined with each other. Meaning develops by chance, experiment and well-directed strategy. The active spirit, the combining user, becomes the new source of art and meaning if you leave enough degrees of freedom to him to develop to the actual artist. Dynamically he is involved in the navigation, interpretation, transfer, contextualisation or production of image and sound which may come into being by his participation. Memory, thoughts and experiments with accident may respond to a fertile connection. Increasingly the art system transforms to an organism with slices which organise themselves while the user has a chance to experience and produce combinative meaning.
Media Art makes use of the latest image techniques and strategies for aesthetic and reflective means. With Johanna and Florian Dombois' Fidelio, 21st Century, named after Beethoven's Fidelio, for the first time a classical opera was directed as an interactive virtual 3D experience (Dombois & Dombois, 2001 ). The protagonists embody music, follow the dramaturgic direction and react to the interventions of the visitors (Figure 2 ). Artist-scientists, such as Christa Sommerer and Berndt Lintermann, have begun to simulate processes of life; evolution, breeding, and natural selection have become methods for creating artworks (Sommerer & Mignonneau, 2003) . In Murmuring Fields, Monika Fleischmann and Wolfgang Strauss create a virtual space of philosophical thought, where statements by Flusser, Virilio, Minsky, and Weizenbaum are stored. The work creates a new type of a 'Denkraum' (Thinking-Space) -a sphere of thought. Constructed on a database, the interactive installation Ultima Ratio by Daniela Plewe offers a first glimpse of a future system for interactive theatre (Dotzler, 2001; Plewe, 1998; Shikata, 2000) . 
MEDIA ART AND THE HUMANITIES

ART HISTORY -VISUAL STUDIES -IMAGE SCIENCE
With strong representation of art history (Belting, 2007; Bredekamp, 2003) , the project of Image Science expands towards an interdisciplinary development that connects neuroscience (Leidloff & Singer, 2008) , psychology vi , philosophy (SachsHombach, 2005) , communication studies (Müller, 2003) , emotions research (Grau & Keil, 2005; Hamker, 2003) , and other scientific disciplines.
vii Recently, interdisciplinary scientific clusters have been built around the subject of the image that lies increasingly perpendicular to the human, natural and technical sciences, which have succeeded in profiting from the paradigm 'Image' as well as from an increased disposition towards interdisciplinarity. More and more, tendencies appear that require a farewell or at least a new evaluation of the relation Word/Image in favour of the latter. The contemporary critique unfolds in terms like 'Image Immersion' (Grau, 1998 (Grau, & 2001 ; 'Power of the Iconic' (Boehm, 2004) ; and 'Picture Act' viii . The central thesis is that in every image cognition, the eyes cannot be separated as the sole perception organs, more so it is that the entire body perceives. ix
Preconditions
In contrast to other disciplines concerned with images, ones that not infrequently try to explain images as isolated phenomena springing from themselves, the primary strength of art history is its critical potential to define images in their historical dimension. Exactly because art history emphasises a rigorous historicisation and the practice of a critical power of reflection can it produce its most natural possible contributions to the discussion around images. Scientific work with images is based on three pre-conditions: 1. definition of the object, 2. building of an image archive, and 3. familiarity with a large quantity of images. This enables and defines the understanding that images follow a diachronic logic; without this historic base, image science remains superfluous and cannot realise its full potential.
All of those approaches of comparison are based on the insight that images act diachronic, within a historical evolution and never function simply as an act and without reference. This diachronic dynamic of image generations is increasingly interwoven with understanding the images alongside those of their time, the synchronic approach. The dynamic process of change has fueled the interdisciplinary debate about the status of the image, a debate with protagonists such as Mitchell, Belting, Elkins, Stafford and Manovich.
x Image Science, or Bildwissenschaft, now allows us media, from peep-show to panorama, anamorphosis, stereoscope, magic lantern, phantasmagoria, films with odours and colours, cinéorama, IMAX and the virtual image spaces of computers (Grau, 2003) .
COLLECTIVE STRATEGIES AND NEW TOOLS FOR THE HUMANITIES
In the first generation of Digital Humanities xi , data was everything. Massive amounts of data were archived, searched and combined with other databases in the 1990s for interoperable searches, yielding a complexity and realisation at a previously inconceivable rate. Yet the amount of material to be digitised is so vast that, in real terms, we are only at the tip of the data iceberg. In non-textual fields, such as visual arts, music, performance, media studies, we are 'at the tip of the tip'. Now remember that digital art has still not 'arrived' in our societies; no matter how well-attended digital art festivals are or how many scientific articles the artists have published. Due to the fact that this art depends entirely on digital storage methods, which are in a constant state of change and development, it is severely at risk. Many art works that are not even ten years old can no longer be shown and it is no exaggeration to say that 30 years of art threatens to be lost for the next generations.
During the last decades the natural sciences started to address new research goals through large collective projects; in Astronomy for example the Virtual Observatory compiles centuries worth of celestial observations xii ; global warming is better understood with projects like the Millennium Ecosystem Assignment, at a detail never before calculable, evaluating 24 separate life systems and the global change they are part of.
xiii The rapid expansion of computational power has affected biology, and the Human Genome Project has already become legendary.
xiv So far, unknown collective structures give answers to complex problems. For the field of Media Art research and the Digital Humanities in general an appropriate approach is needed to achieve equivalent goals.
Comparable with natural sciences, digital media and new opportunities of networked research catapult the cultural sciences within reach of new and essential research, like appropriate documentation and preservation of media art, or even better, an entire history of visual media and their human cognition by means of thousands of sources. These themes express in regard to image revolution current key questions. In order to push humanities and cultural sciences in their development, it is necessary to use the new technologies globally. Timelines and new methods of visualisation belong to the history of invention of visual techniques, image content and especially their reception in the form of Oral History in popular and high culture, in the western as well as in nonwestern cultures. So we live in an exciting time for Image Science and the Humanities! The credo is: not to give up the established individual research, but to complete it in a new way through collective, net-based working methods which allow us to deal with explosive questions in the field of humanities and cultural sciences.
a. The Database of Virtual Art
Begun as a counterpart to the systematic analysis of the triad of artist, art work and beholder in digital art under the title Virtual Art, we originated the first documentation project, the Database of Virtual Art (Figure 3 ), which celebrated its tenth anniversary last year (Grau, 2000) . As a pioneer, supported by the German Research Foundation, it has been documenting in cooperation with renowned media artists, researchers and institutions the last decades of digital installation art as a collective project. We know that today's digital artworks are processual, ephemeral, interactive, multimedial, and fundamentally context dependent. Because of their completely different structure and nature they require a modified, we called it some years ago, an 'expanded concept of documentation'. Art, 1999 -2009 As probably the most complex resource available online, (hundreds of leading artists are represented with several thousand documents and their technical data, more than 2,000 listed articles and a survey of 750 institutions of media art) the database became a platform for information and communication. In 2000 the DVA started to stream video, documenting the processual nature of interactive works. Over time the interlinked layers of data will also serve as a predecessor for the crucial systematic preservation of this art. Over the last 10 years about 5,000 artists were evaluated, of which 500 fulfilled the criteria to become a member of the DVA. There are other initiatives where artists, often still students, pay money to be represented. The DVA instead follows systematic criteria of quality through public and scholarly acceptance as much as possible.
The long-term aim of the project was not the documentation of a festival, an award or something similar, but from the beginning the focus was on a scientific overview and quality. The members have to be qualified with at least 5 exhibitions or articles on their work, or alternatively they could be suggested by the board. The main challenge existed and exists during the last 15 years in the establishment, maintenance and advancement of the social corpus, consisting of hundreds of living individuals; artists, whose affiliation is not automatically assumed since the DVA is not defined like other projects, who focus on a festival or a collection.
b. 'Bridging the gap: new developments in thesaurus research
And now together with probably one of the most important unknown art collections, the Göttweig print collection, representing 30,000 prints emphasising Renaissance and Baroque works xvii and a library of 150,000 volumes going back to the 9 th century, like the Sankt Gallen Codex, the Database of Virtual Art strives to achieve the goal of a deeper Media Art historical cross examination. Just as the Media Art History conference series aims to bridge a gap, the combination of the two and other databases hopes to enable further historic references and impulses, in the manner, Siegfried Zielinski calls 'The Deep Time of Media' (Zielinski, 2006) . The Göttweig collection also contains proofs of the history of optical image media ( Figure  4 ), intercultural concepts, caricatures, illustrations of landscapes in panoramic illustrations. For the future this will provide resources for a broader analysis of media art.
Keywording is bridge building! The hierarchical Thesaurus of the DVA constitutes a new approach to systematise the field of Digital Art. It was built on art historical thesauri from institutions like Getty, Warburg Institute or festival categorisations and discussions with artists, so that it supports historical comparisons. Out of the Getty Arts & Architecture Thesaurus from the subject catalogue of the Warburg Library in London, keywords were selected which also have relevance in media art. On the other side, out of the most common used terms from media festivals like Ars Electronica, DEAF, Transmediale new keywords were selected. Important innovations such as 'interface' or 'genetic art' have been considered as well as keywords that play a role in traditional arts such as 'body' or 'landscape' and thus have a bridge-building function. It was important to limit the number to 350 words so that members of the database can assign use and keyword their works without great study of the index. The categories led to natural overlapping, so that the hybrid quality of the artworks can be captured through clustering. Important was the thematic usability for the humanities -it was necessary to avoid developing something only new, separated from our cultural history. It was important to compile a thesaurus that connects cultural history with media art and does not isolate them from another. As expected, the material has produced a multitude of fractures and discontinuities, which we make visible in the terminology of the database.
One of the goals for the future is to document the works within a context of complex information and, at the same time, to allow users to find individual details quickly. In addition to statistically quantifiable analyses and technical documentation, Databases should also present personal connections and affiliations and funding information, with the idea to reveal interests and dependence. The term 'database' may be misleading; like Warburg´s image atlas which supports key icons that define the extent of problems and enables possibilities for comparison, databases should possess an experimental character in order to find thematic clusters within media art. And yet, the tools only hold the datathe quality of the analysis continues to rely on thoughtful developments in the Digital Humanities. In addition to searches of themes, Media Art documentation should also admit questions of gender, track the movement of technical staff from lab to lab, technical inventions pertaining to art, the destinations of public and private funds allocated to research, and, through the thematic index, show reminiscences of virtual/immersive art in the forms of its predecessors, for example, the panorama. Media Art documentation becomes a resource that facilitates research on the artists and their work for students and academics, who, it is hoped, will contribute to expanding and updating the information it contains. In this way, documentation changes from a one-way archiving of key data to a proactive process of knowledge transfer.
c. Media Art Education
Bridging the gap for Media Art means also the use of new telematic forms of education, which enlarge the audience now being able to intervene interactively from other continents, as we practise with the archived Danube Telelectures. The future of Media Art within the Digital Humanities requires the further establishment of new curricula, as we developed with the first international Master of Arts in MediaArtHistories, with faculty members like Erkki Huhtamo, Lev Manovich, Christiane Paul, Gerfried Stocker and Sean Cubitt, which deals also with the practice and expertise in Curation, Collecting, Preserving and Archiving of Media Arts. The necessity for an international program capable of accommodating future scholars coming from diverse backgrounds and all continents was answered by a low-residency model allowing professionals to participate in the advanced program of study parallel to ongoing employment and activities. Students and specialists are brought together for concentrated blocks of time in an intensely creative atmosphere focusing on the histories of media art and its kindred arenas.
It was necessary for the needs of the field to create a program specific to MediaArtHistories with experts that normal universities could not gather all in one institution in order to pave the way towards development of innovative future educational strategies in the field. Giving an overview of the relevant approaches and on the other hand a specialisation via project and masters theses, the Masters of Arts provides an initiation for fresh students and depth for seasoned students into this emergent field. The integration and continuing development of the aforementioned projects, like the Database of Virtual Art, the Göttweig Graphic Collection online and the platform MediaArtHistory.org with the MediaArtHistoriesArchive synergises with the development of the courses for the program to support curators and archivists in their professional needs. The ultimate goal is to set a standard for other administrators and policy makers so that in the shared space between art history and media studies we can work towards adjoining common methods, histories and research.
THE PROBLEM OF MEDIA ART DOCUMENTATION TODAY -FUTURE NEEDS
Since the foundation of the Database of Virtual Art a number of online archives for digitisation and documentation arose: Langlois Foundation in Montreal, Netzspannung at the Frauenhofer Institut or MedienKunstNetz at ZKM -all these projects were terminated, their funding expired, or they lost key researchers like V2 in Rotterdam.
xviii Even the Boltzmann Institut for Media Art Research in Linz, faced closure due to evaluation. In this way the originated scientific archives which more and more often represent the only remaining image source of the works, not only lose step by step their significance for research and preservation but in the meantime partly disappear from the web. Not only the media art itself but also documentation fads condemn future generations to being unable to get an idea of the past and our time. To put it another way, till now no sustainable strategy exits. What we need is a concentrated and compact expansion of ability. There is/was increasing collaboration with these projects in a variety of areas and in changing coalitions. But let me add some remarks: In the field of documentation projects -real preservation projects do not exist yet xix -the focus is still directed too much towards particularisation, instead of concentrating forces, what is an essential strategy in most other fields. Many individual projects are definitely innovative but too small and without clear larger scientific strategy and safe financing, which is not their fault. Some projects are already expired and not carried further. So much competence, so much cultural wealth, but so much separatism.
A new structure for Media Art research
Especially the university based research projects and partly also the ones which are linked to museums have developed expertise that needs to be included in cultural circulation, not only in order to pass it on to future generations of scientists and archivists but also to give it a chance to flow into future university education in the fields of art, engineering, and media history. Clearly, the goal must be to develop a policy and strategy for collecting the art of our latest history under the umbrella of a strong, let's say 'Library of Congress like' institution. Ultimately, however, this can only be organised by a network of artists, computer and science centres, galleries, technology producers and museums. Those projects which collected culturally important documents in the past and which often expired, were not further supported or even lost their base must be supported and reanimated. They should be organised like a corona around an institution which receives the duty of documentation and may be even the collection of contemporary media art, such an institution could be in the USA, the Library of Congress; in Europe, besides the new European digital libraries database Europeana, it could be the Bibliotheque National, the British Library, the V&A or in Germany beside the ZKM for example the Deutsche Bibliothek. Interestingly the libraries show increasing interest in archiving multimedia works and their documentation. However, the usually complex cultural and technical knowhow is lacking in order to preserve principal works of the most important media art genres of the last decades. Not only can the international state of Media Art be a hindrance in creating common projects, also the funding infrastructure of media art so far, has normally promoted projects for 2, 3 or more years, neglecting sustainability. A structure which updates, extends and contextualises researchwhether in historical or contemporary contexts -is required. The funding and support infrastructures which have been built in the end of the last century are not suitable for scientific and cultural tasks in the humanities of the 21 st century.
What is needed in the humanities is an institutional support equivalent to that in astronomy, biology or climate research. In order to create enough momentum and adhesion, the main funding organisations, like NSF, NEH, the European Research Council, DFG, Volkswagen Foundation etc. have to support on an international level the necessary research structure for research in Media Art and the Digital Humanities in general needed in the 21st century.
One key issue for the digital humanities would be to identify all the existing databases, also those smaller ones in countries where you do not search first. In astronomy the funding agencies developed and modernised their systems towards sustainability, which is needed as well in the humanities. The virtual observatory infrastructure is funded on an ongoing basis and there is international coordination between a dozen or so countries that produce astronomical data. Considering the current upheavals and innovations in the media sector, where the societal impact and consequences cannot yet be predicted, the problem is acute. Social media competence, which goes beyond mere technical skills, is difficult to acquire if the area of historic media experience is excluded.
Today we watch the exciting developments of the web 2.0 and experiment with new strategies in collective documentation and content management that exceed the work of expert networks. But it has to be kept in perspective that amateurs without adequate education cannot replace the work of professionals who have been educated and established over many years -a process common in other dissemination systems. Nevertheless, amateurs can play a very important role facing the enormous challenge negotiating/traversing through a network of helpful exchanges and efficient guidance. A commitment by the best experts from the field is needed in a long term occupation. Let's recall the enormous and sustaining infrastructure that was developed and established for traditional artistic media painting, sculpture, architecture, even film, photography and their corresponding archives over the course of the century. What is urgently needed is the establishment of an appropriate structure to preserve at least the usual 1-6 per cent of present media art production, the best works. This important step is still missing for media art from the first two generations. If we compare the world-wide available budget for traditional art forms with the one for digital culture then we understand how inadequate the support for our present digital culture is; so low it is almost statistically immeasurable.
The faster this essential modification to our cultural heritage record can be carried out, the smaller the gap in the cultural memory; shedding light on the dark years, which started about 1960 and lasts till now.
xx The hybrid character of media art requires a shift of the paradigm towards an orientation of process and context recording, which includes more and more the capture of the audience experience (Grau, 2003; Muller, 2008) .
But even the best documentation and archiving cannot replace preservation, whose research started in a range of international projects such as DOCAM xxi in Canada, the Variable Media Approach or the Capturing Unstable Media project carried out by V2. We should welcome that further basic means are provided, in order to promote ambitions to perceive media art, even though on a national and international level still by far larger efforts must be undertaken.
Our hope for the future is that we can bring together the expertise of the most important institutions in order to form an up to date overview of the whole field, to provide the necessary information for new preservation programs within the museum field, new university teaching programs for a better training of the next generation of historians, curators, restorers, engineers and others involved in the preservation and new form of open access to media art. Just as research in the natural sciences has long recognised team efforts, a similar emphasis on collaborative research should make its way into the thinking of the humanities.
iv The content development of Refresh! was a highly collective process. It involved three producing partners, a large advisory board, 2 chairs for each session, call and review for papers, a planning meeting in 2004, keynotes, poster session and the development of application content over the time of two and a half years. xvii http://www.gssg.at. The digitisation of the collection is a project developed by the Department of Image Science at Danube University and conducted in cooperation with the Göttweig Monastery. The collection of prints at Göttweig Monastery, which itself was founded in 1083, is based on acquisitions made by various monks since the 15th century. The first report of graphic art kept in the monastery dates back to 1621, with an archive record that mentions a number of 'tablets of copper engraving' ('Täfelein von Kupferstich'). The actual act of founding the collection is attributed to Abbot Gottfried Bessel whose systematic purchases in Austria and from abroad added remarkably a total of 20,000 pieces to the collection in a very short span of time! Reaching to the present day, the print collection at Göttweig Monastery has grown to be the largest private collection of historical graphic art in Austria with more than 30,000 prints. The Department of Image Science's digitisation centre at the Göttweig Monastery uses technology to scan paintings and prints from the collection (up to 72 million pixels).
xviii Also compare the OASIS (Open Archiving System with Internet Sharing (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) 
